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Very Brief Rationale

RAPDs are known to enrich for microsatellites (Ender et al. 1996). Isolating the
band which corresponds to a positive hybridization signal is more complex than it may
appear since visible bands contain several products and strong hybridization signals can
result from barely visible bands.

This protocol replaces screening for microsatellite-containing bands by
radioactive hybridization with a PCR screening procedure. This is highly desirable for
those laboratories without good radioactive facilities, or for those researchers who
choose not to use radioactivity.

Other PCR-based approaches have the drawback of complex optimization and/or
the need to isolate and sequence one flanking region in order to design primers to isolate
the second flanking region (Grist et al. 1993; Cooper et al. 1997). The procedure
described here makes use of a shotgun cloning technique which allows screening using
universal vector primers, and can sequence both flanking regions from the same PCR
reaction.

PIMA is an isolation not enrichment protocol. We have had good success using
other published methods of creating microsatellite-enriched libraries besides RAPDs
(e.g. Hammond et al. 1998) and then screening colonies using PIMA.

Cost is at worst very similar to that of radioactive hybridization and proves much
cheaper in our hands. Speed and efficiency are at least equal to hybridization techniques.

Procedure- outline

• RAPD amplify genomic DNA with oligonucleotide primers
• Ligate the PCR into a T-vector and transform bacteria
• Pick colonies onto replica plates suitably spaced for a multichannel pipette
• Carry out colony PCR using (a) two vector primers (b) both vector primers plus a

microsatellite-specific primer
• Choose colonies that show an additional band in PCR reaction (b) and use PCR

reaction (a) as template for a cycle sequencing reaction using vector primers.
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Procedure- Detailed

Much of this is optimized, some is not. This methodology works very efficiently for us.
The rationale is explained in footnotes. If you improve on this methodology please email
me.

1. Take an aliquot of DNA from the species of interest and carry out RAPD reactions
with about 10 oligonucleotide (10mer) primers according to standard procedures
described below

 200nM dNTPs
 100pM primer
 1.5mM MgCl2

 0.6 units Taq polymerase
 1x         PCR buffer
 Xµl       ddH2O
 25µl      final volume
 
 a. 94˚C 3 mins
 b. 94˚C 45 secs
 c. 37˚C 1 min
 d. 72˚C 2 mins
 e. 72˚C 20 mins
 Repeat steps b-d 30 times.
 
2. Run out the products on an agarose gel and choose those reactions which produced a

large number of equally intense bands1.
3. Ligate into a T-vector according to manufacturer’s instructions2 and transform

according to standard procedures.
4. Pick colonies onto new plates in a grid pattern suitable for a multichannel pipette3

and grow overnight  at 37˚C until the colonies are large.
5. Premix PCR reagents on ice and aliquot 15µl into the wells of a microtitre plate.
 
 200nM dNTPs
 100pM M13 universal primer
 100pM M13 reverse primer
 0.25 units Taq polymerase
 1.5mM MgCl2

 1x         PCR buffer
 Xµl       ddH2O
 
6. Repeat with the addition of a microsatellite specific primer4.
7. Load multichannel pipette and lightly touch to colonies then in PCR mix.
8. Overlay with mineral oil and load into the thermocycle block when it has reached

95˚C. Cycle as below
9. 
 a. 95˚C 8 mins
 b. 92˚C 45 secs
 c. 53˚C 45 secs
 d. 72˚C 2 mins
 Repeat steps b-d 30 times.
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10. Run 3-5µl of the PCR reaction on a 1.5% agarose gel with suitable size markers.
11. Choose reactions which show an additional (smaller) band in the reaction containing

the microsatellite specific primer. Sequence5 directly from the (vector primers only)
PCR reaction or prepare plasmid DNA from an overnight culture of the colony.

12. Repeat for different selective microsatellite primers (the vector primer reaction does
not need to be repeated and may be saved and run out again in step 10).
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Footnotes

1. This will help to ensure that the maximum number of different products are
represented in  the ligated DNA, rather than one product being the only component.

2. Manufacturer’s protocols are often more expensive and less efficient than one would
like. Purifying the RAPD reaction using a commercial spin column (e.g. Wizard
PCR prep) appears to increase ligation efficiency. We use Promega or Invitrogen
cloning kits and dilute the vector 4-fold (i.e. to 8ngµl -1) to reduce costs. Vector may
also be synthesized in the laboratory (Hadjeb and Berkowitz 1996). The competent
cells provided with cloning kits do not, in our hands, give as good efficiencies as
making fresh competent cells on the day of transformation. We use the method of
Hanahan (Hanahan 1983; Sambrook et al. 1989)

3. The use of a multichannel pipette for colony screening makes a big difference to the
efficiency of this process. We spot 48 colonies per plate such that 1 plate (with 2
PCR reactions per colony) will then fill a PCR microtitre dish. Pick all colonies, both
blue and white, since many colonies still show a blue colour with inserts of ~300bp.
Many RAPD bands are below this size and many blue colonies contain
microsatellites.

4. Microsatellite specific primers will anneal to the microsatellite sequence and amplify
in combination with one of the vector primers. Both vector primers are included
because the orientation of the microsatellite is not known. A duplicate reaction with
only vector primers is included for several reasons. Firstly, it allows one to eliminate
the possibility of extra bands being non-specific amplification products of the vector
primers. Secondly it accurately sizes the insert. Thirdly the product, if a clean single
band, may be used as template for the sequencing reaction to remove the necessity to
prepare plasmid DNA. Microsatellite specific primers are typically made ~25bp with
the 3’ nucleotide being incompatible with the repeat sequence. Thus a dinucleotide
primer might be 5’-(GA)12H-3’ where H= A,C,T. Thus the primer cannot anneal and
extend from all the internal sites in a repeat array, but only at the end of the array with
its 3’selective nucleotide (H) in the flanking region. This ensures a single product. It
may be that this selective 3’ nucleotide is not essential, although we have had good
success using it. N.B. the original primer in the Molecular Ecology paper contained a
NotI site at the 5’ end for reasons which have nothing to do with this protocol-it was
just a primer I had already! Note that dinucleotide primers are not symmetrical (i.e.
(GT)12H and (TG)12B are have different specificities) and we have increased yield
slightly by mixing both versions together, although this has not been crucial.

5. We find that good sequence of the flanking regions can be obtained by taking 1µl of
the PCR reaction and using this to seed a cycle sequencing reaction according to
standard procedures.
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